ELUMANATION INC.
1621-38 McEwen Drive
Lakeview Industrial Plaza
Whitby, ON, Canada.
L1N 9A5

PRODUCT WARRANTY:

Elumanation Incorporated, hereinafter “Elumanation” warrants that any illuminated product sold by Elumanation to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of three (3) years from the “Original Purchase Date” by the “Original Purchaser”. The Original Purchaser is designated as the person, firm or entity responsible for payment to Elumanation as indicated on the invoice supplied to the Original Purchaser from Elumanation. The Original Purchase Date is determined by the date listed on the invoice supplied to the Original Purchaser from Elumanation.

Please note: All Elumanation illuminated products must utilize power supplies and/or all other control components (Dimming, DMX, etc.) supplied by Elumanation or be pre-approved by an Elumanation associate. Any substitution of power supply or control component without the express written permission of Elumanation will render our warranty null and void.

During the warranty period, if the product fails to perform as intended by Elumanation, Elumanation’s entire liability will be the repair of the defective product(s). If it is deemed by Elumanation that the product is irreparable then a replacement or comparable substitute will be issued. In no event shall Elumanation be responsible for removal or re-installation of any product or for the expenses thereof. Elumanation will not be responsible for any incurred costs as a result of shipping defective Elume product(s) to Elumanation for repair or replacement.

The above warranty does not apply to, and Elumanation makes no warranties with respect to products which have been subjected to misuse, neglect, accident, abuse, or operating in any conditions that deviate from the parameters established in applicable specifications; or have been improperly installed, stored, maintained, repaired or altered by anyone other than Elumanation. This warranty is given only to the Original Purchaser and may not be assigned or transferred to any other party. It is the Original Purchaser’s obligation to retain documentation that indicates the Original Purchase Date.

NO PERSON, FIRM OR ENTITY IS AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY FURTHER OR ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON BEHALF OF ELUMANATION INC.